I am not aware that Hopkins was particularly interested in antibodies. This is not surprising, since in his time vitamins, hormones and enzymes were more exciting biochemical subjects. Yet. it was the time when Landsteiner was publishing his seminal papers on the specificity of antibodies. I t was later that the early theories to explain the nature of antibody-antigen interactions began to be formulated -and only after the development of protein chemistry methods and their application to the study of myeloma proteins that the real problems became tractable. I t thus became established that antibodies were proteins containing a basic scaffolding made of heavy and light chains ( Fig. 1 ). There were a small number of classes and subclasses of heavy chains, which were responsible for different effector properties of the antibodies (complement fixation. allergic reactions etc.) and two types of light chain (kappa and lambda). Each chain in turn contained a constant region which was essentially invariant within a type or class, and responsible for the effector function, and a variable region which differed from one immunoglobulin to another. and was responsible for antibody specificity.
This apparent structural simplicity. coupled to the antibody specificity, which required a remarkable diversity, needed a genetic explanation, and led to an exciting controversy which lasted for at least two decades. There were two major currents of opinion. One consisted of germline theories whereby all the diversity was inherited as genes present in the germline. The other included somatic diversification theories, whereby somatic processes were responsible for the generation of diversity (GOD), starting from a small number of germline genes (Lennox & Cohn, 1967; Milstein & Pink, 1970) .
Once again, it was necessary to wait for the development of new techniques and approaches. The combined developments in recombinant DNA methods, fast DNA-mRNA sequencing, and hybridoma technology made it possible to unravel the unpredictable complexity of the system (Tonegawa. 1983) . As it turned out, although none of the several theories prevalant at the time was right, all of them contained a grain of truth.
There was indeed considerable diversity in the germline, but antibody specificity was largely the result of not one, but several GODS operating at various levels.
Generators qf diversity of' the primar!: repertoire
The variable regions of antibody genes are formed by integration of gene fragments: V and J fragments for each light chain, and V, D and J fragments for heavy chains. There are a number of these in the genome, and the number varies in different species. The organization and diversity of the mouse kappa light chain and heavy chain is given in Fig. 2 
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ing of fragments. but also during the DNA recombination events during integration of fragments (junctional diversity). There are several levels of junctional-diversity events. The simplest occurs because the recombination is not precise and may give rise to variants of the amino acid coded at the junctional positions (Weigert e f al., 1980). A good example is the generation of leucine at residue 96 of the light chain of certain antibodies which seems to be essential for their specificity towards the hapten phenyloxazolone (see Fig. 3 ). The single substitution of the junctional residue may have profound effects on antibody specificity. For example, a single exchange of Arg for Tyr in the V,-J, junction of a given light chain, destroys the activity of an anti-arsonate antibody, and the reverse substitution destroys the antioxazolone activity (Jeske et al., 1984) . Each such alternative junctional choice increases the potential diversity by a factor of around two to three (Fig. 4) Fig. 3 . First level ofjunctional diversity Generation of an amino acid not coded by the germline genes during V,-Oxl-Jk4 integration, a Leu codon is generated at the junctional position. All other V,-0x1-expressing antioxazolonc antibodies also contain a Leu at the junctional position, but this is not the germline gene residue coded by the J,4 gene fragment. The requirement for Leu at such position may explain the restricted association of J,5 to V,-Oxl in anti-oxazolone antibodies (see Fig. 6 ). Other levels of junctional diversity involve deletions in the D and J segments, further rearrangements of D segments and addition of random bases. used in several shortened versions (Kaartinen et ul., 1983) . Variations of D may also include duplications and random addition of residues during joining and repair. Such random additions have been referred to as N-regions (Alt & Baltimore, 1982) .
A conservative estimate of the size of the uncommitted antibody repertoire which can be generated by these somatic events (lo9 variants, see Fig. 4 ) shows that it exceeds the total number of lymphoid clones a mouse can express at any single time. However, not all random combinations are likely to be viable. Furthermore, certain combinations are probably more frequently expressed than others, and certain variants more frequently generated. Out of this repertoire the response of a naive animal to a specific antigenic challenge begins. Fig. 5 describes how the response of a mouse is studied, making use of our ability to dissect the molecular diversity of the antibody population by means of monoclonal antibodies, and fast mRNA sequencing methods (Griffiths & Milstein, 1985) . The onset of the immune response involves the selective proliferation triggered by antigen. B-cell clones which express V,, D-J and V,-J combinations, where good affinity for antigen coincides with high probability of integration, will predominate in this early primary response. Several cases have been found where the response is characterized by the dominance o f a given idiotype, or more specifically of it characteristic germline gene combination.
The response to the hapten phe-Ox is a good example , 1983; Griffiths P I d., 1984; Berek ct al., 1985) . The earliest detectable antibodies are of the IgM class, and of rather low average affinity (Kaartinen ct ul., 1986) . But already by day 7, the response is dominated by antibodies of the lgGl class. the majority expressing the specific combination of germline genes shown in Fig. 6 . These antibodies show occasional variations in the J segments being used. the boundary residues (often silent changes. i.e. not affecting the coded amino acid), and/or the middle position of the D segment. Some of these differences indicate that the antibodies must have originated as a result of different gene integration events. These therefore can be said to have a n independent clonal origin. So that out of the millions of alternative possible variants, a very restricted set becomes the major representative of the primary response. The same set is observed when other BALB/c or DBA mice arc used in a similar experiment. The same set of antibody genes is also the major contributor to the response at day 14 (Fig. 7) . The difference, however, is dramatic. because while only one point mutation was detected at day 7, by day 14 almost 1% of the nucleotides is altered. As the response proceeds. in the secondary and tertiary responses, the number of mutations increases. Also. the antigen antibody affinity of the interaction increases during the maturation. It is interesting, however, that the number of mutations and the better affinity are not strictly correlated when comparing individual antibodies. In other words, the best antibodies show extensive mutations, but a larger number of mutations does not imply a better antibody. Thus the development of better affinity antibodies follows a twisting path. Unnecessary mutations represent the unavoidable background of a process optimized for maximum flexibility within the limits of tolerable degeneracy.
It is this maturation of the antibody response which is at the very heart of what nowadays I find the most fascinating property of the immune response. Let me emphasize that the maturation of the immune response for the production of high-affinity antibodies may be a biological advantage that goes far beyond the increase in antibody specificity. Antibodies are required to detect and eliminate soluble antigens which are capable of great harm at very low concentrations (e.g. toxins o r recurrent viral infection). High affinity of the T-cell receptor for antigen may not be required, or may even be a disadvantage to T-cell responses, where the interaction with the ligand involves not only the T-cell receptor, but also other components, e.g. those involved in M H C restriction.
The analysis of antibodies at day 14 is particularly instructive. The first thing to notice is the accumulation of mutants at positions 34 and 36 (Table I ). In almost all cases, His-34 is substituted by Gln or Asn and Tyr-36 by Phe. The importance of this mutation is highlighted by the observation that all tertiary response hybridomas expressing the V, -Ox1 gene carry these mutations.
Chain recombination cxperiments (see Table 2 ) show that the substitution of His-34 for Gln o r Asn results in an increase in affinity ofabout 8-and 10-fold, respectively. This accounts for the bulk of the increase in affinity of the first stage of the maturation of the response.
While antigen-driven selection must be a critical factor in 2-Phenyloxazolone coupled to chicken serum albumin was injected intraperitoneally (primary response) or intravenously (secondary response) into mice. After the indicated times, the spleens were removed, and hybridomas prepared. Individual clones were grown, and mRNA prepared from mass cultures. The sequence of the mRNA was determined using specific primers, reverse transcriptase and fast DNA sequencing methods (Hamlyn et ul., 1981; GrifIiths & Milstein, 1985) . (1984) . 
the nature of the substitution, the efficiency of the process is remarkable. Selection alone does not seem sufficient, and seems to be complemented by a high rate of mutation, and by the occurrence of hot spots.
Hypermutation and hot spots
A hypermutation mechanism seems to operate during the generation of high-affinity antibodies. To dissociate mutation and selection, it is best to focus on the silent mutations (Berek & Milstein, 1987) . N o silent mutations were observed a t day 7 in an analysis of ten heavy and nine light chains involving well over 5 x lo3 nucleotides. Seven days later, the frequency of mutants was almost I % , of which 0.25% were silent (ten silent mutations in six heavy and eight light chains, i.e. about 4000 bases). 
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the somatic mutants accumulated in those antibody genes which include either V,-Oxl or V,-Oxl during the response to 2-phe-Ox
A continuous line indicates the germline sequences of the predominant response described in Fig. 6 . Vertical bars indicate silent changes, while a vertical bar with a black dot -indicates changes in the amino acid code. When the horizontal line is not continuous, -1 he germline gene is not the same, and the amino acid substitutions are therefore multiple.
The two NQ6 hybridomas originate from CBA, while the others are from BALB/c and their difference in V , 4 x l is due to polymorphism. The data are taken from several publications, and the Such accumulation of presumably unselected mutants over a seven-day period (between day 7 and day 14 after the immunization) requires an average silent mutation rate of 1.5 x 10 4/bp per generation, if there were 11 cell divisions (15 h/division). If the silent mutants represent one-third of the total, then the overall mutation rate was about 5 x (Table 3 ) . I t appears, therefore, that a hypermutation mechanism is switched on after initial proliferation resulting from antigenic stimulation, and at a time when germinal centres are being organized.
The generation of silent mutants does not appear to be randomly distributed. N o mutants are observed in the C-regions. But even within the V-region, the mutants accumulate in defined positions. This is not only true of those expressed mutants which are likely to be selected by antigen, but also of conservative substitutions (e.g. residues 34 and 36 respectively, see Table I ), or even more significant, of silent mutations. The occurrence of the same mutation in different hybridomas derived from a single animal has been shown sometimes to be due to clonal relatedness. They represent an early mutation present on otherwise divergent subclones. However, identical silent mutations are also arises by random mutation* 0.01 I < I x 10 observed in hybridomas which must be of independent clonal origin, because they either arose in different animals or because they differ in the germline gene fragments used during integration. Fig. 8 shows that these independent repeats are not rare. They occur both in framework as well as in complementary determining segments. In residue 94, there is a dramatic example of an identical silent exchange which arose in four independent hybridomas. A statistical analysis of the data shows that it is most unlikely that such frequent repeats could have been randomly generated (Table 4) . If the mutation rate is not the same all along the V-region, it follows that the rate in the hot spots must be higher than the average mutation rate. The difference, however, may represent only a moderate increase in mutation rate, as compared to the dramatic difference between stimulated and non-stimulated cells. The mutation rate at the hot spots therefore seems to reach values as high as, or even higher than 10 '/bp per generation.
Such hot spots are likely to be associated with certain peculiarities of the DNA structure. For instance, the highly mutated segment involving residues 34 and 36 (Table 1) contains a striking palindrome.
From mutation drift to repertoire sh$
The early stage of maturation of the responses to phe-Ox is characterized by variants of the initially predominant V,-Oxl/V,,-0x1 gene combination. Further improvements of affinity by mutational drift become more difficult to achieve, because they require multiple point mutations. Other genetic combinations begin to appear which were rarely or not observed before (Berek et al., 1985) . This may arise because they started as rare events during integration. For example, an uncommon junctional-diversity variant, giving rise to the Asp-95 when a germline gene other than V,-Oxl, namely V, -MOPC-21-like, is joined to Dox, could explain why this gene combination is rarely observed in primary but is common in secondary and tertiary anti-phe-Ox responses. Other gene combinations originally of very low affinity, may have acquired a significantly improved affinity following a single point mutation. These alternatives give rise ---NQ11.7.12 --- CDRl 31
CDR2---
56
A l a Ser NQ7. 
Conclusions
To summarize, then, the onset and maturation of the response is characterized by the events depicted in Fig. 10 . The germline gene rearrangement gives rise to a broad spectrum repertoire from which the response to antigen begins. Cellular proliferation triggers the restricted group of cells which show best affinity for antigen. At this stage, the population is biased towards gene combinations where good affinity coincides with high frequency of expression of recombined germline elements. This is followed by hypermutation, which is characterized by the properties shown in Table 5 .
Cells are selected towards variants of higher affinity. The process, however, does not end there, as shown by the continuous proliferation of low and intermediate affinity clones, even in mature secondary or tertiary responses. This gives rise to proliferating clones expressing new sets of germline gene combinations, from which further mutations may allow the development of even higher affinity products, and to a shift of the repertoire of basic antibody sequences (Table 5) . This interplay between mutational drift and repertoire shift ensures the emergence of better antibodies. Antigen and antigen presenting cells play a leading role, but idiotypic suppression and other cellular interactions could provide a way of dampening a dominating monoclonal response to favour the initial shift. Germinal centres as well as lymphocyte migration and life span of virgin and memory cells are also likely to be essential elements of this complex puzzle. Whichever are the processes which control and regulate the operation of the system, the consequences are clear. The system is efficient in delivering a fast response based on the diversity generated from the integration events, even though this need not be of particularly high affinity. The system is fast in searching for simple mutants with improved affinity, even though these may not initially be the best possible. The system is thorough, because it finds a way of continuously scanning the total repertoire in search for even better alternatives.
The message of Hopkins is as relevant today as it was when delivered in 1936 and echoed by Sanger in his Hopkins memorial Lecture in 1971. 'Chemical dzferentiation underlies or is associated with morphological and ,functional d$ ferentiation, and to learn exactly what is the nature of' such association is a fascinating task ahead' (Hopkins, 1936) . 
